SCG offers customized and individually designed surveillance vehicles for Government Security and Law Enforcement Agencies. The surveillance vans are easily deployable and developed for controlling tactical operations or targeted monitoring.

Each vehicle is customized and adapted to the customer's needs and application. The vehicle may be fitted with basic equipment such as video/audio surveillance or with advanced monitoring systems such as mobile phone interception or directional long range audio microphones.

The standard surveillance van is equipped with a range of wireless IP video surveillance products. For in-the-field monitoring, various easy to install wireless IP cameras may be deployed within minutes (e.g. on scooters or other objects). Live video is streamed from the cameras via a wireless network to the vehicle for further processing, recording and re-transmission to the headquarter over 3G/4G/satellite or UHF.

Each vehicle is entirely built on the user's tasks and vary in vehicle type, finish, operational usage, equipment etc. Whatever is requested, SCG designs vans for very basic surveillance or with advanced communication interception tasks, up to command or communication centre vehicles.